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Abstract
We study holographic superconductor model with two orders in the five dimensional AdS soliton
background away from the probe limit. We disclose properties of phase transitions mostly from the
holographic topological entanglement entropy approach. Our results show that the entanglement
entropy is useful in investigating transitions in this general model and in particular, there is a new
type of first order phase transition in the insulator/superconductor system. We also give some
qualitative understanding and obtain the analytical condition for this first order phase transition to
occur. As a summary, we draw the complete phase diagram representing effects of the scalar charge
on phase transitions.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
The AdS/CFT correspondence provides us a novel approach to holographically study strongly interacting
system in condensed matter physics where conventional calculational methods fail. According to this cor-
respondence, the strongly interacting theories on the boundary are dual to the higher dimensional weakly
coupled gravity theories in the bulk [1–3]. When applying a charged scalar field coupled to the Maxwell
field in the bulk, it was shown that the AdS black hole becomes unstable to form scalar hair below a critical
temperature, which is interpreted as a holographic metal/superconductor transition on the boundary field
theory [4–6]. Besides the metal/superconductor model, the holographic insulator/superconductor model was
also constructed in the AdS soliton spacetime [7, 8]. Such holographic superconductor models are interesting
since they exhibit many characteristic properties shared by real superconductor. At present, a lot of more
complete holographic superconductor models were constructed, see Refs. [9]-[41].
It is known that the Ginzburg-Landau theory is a powerful tool in understanding conventional supercon-
ductors. The single-component Ginzburg-Landau theory was also generalized to the two-component case and
the two-component Ginzburg-Landau model was successfully applied to the two-band systems [42–44]. On the
holographic superconductor aspects, it is desirable to study holographic models with multi-order parameter in-
spired by the two-component Ginzburg-Landau theory. However, most of holographic superconductor models
existing in the literature involves only one order parameter. In the background of AdS black hole, holographic
metal/superconductor model with two order parameters was firstly studied in the probe limit [45], and then
with back-reaction [46, 47]. Besides the s+s system, competition between < px > and < px + ipy > orders
was also studied in the generalized p-wave model [48] and homogeneous/inhomogeneous phases competition
appears in the presence of an interaction term [49]. Moreover, superfluid, stripes and metamagnetic phases
may compete at low temperature when including large magnetic field in AdS black hole background [50]. On
another side, due to the essential difference between the AdS black hole and AdS soliton, the holographic
insulator/superconductor transition with two scalar fields was firstly studied in the four dimensional AdS
soliton geometry in the probe limit [51]. It was shown that there is a second order transition with coexist
orders. In contrast, we will construct a holographic s+ s model in the five dimensional AdS soliton spacetime
beyond the probe limit in this work. Compared with results in [51], we will show that our model allows new
first order insulator/superconductor transitions that one order condensation directly give way to another order
3condensation without coexist phases, which has been observed in the metal/superconductor model [52, 53].
On the other side, the holographic entanglement entropy representing the degrees of freedom of systems
was recently applied to study properties of holographic phase transitions. The authors provided an elegant
approach to holographically calculate the holographic entanglement entropy of a strongly interacting system
on the boundary from a weakly coupled gravity dual in the bulk [54, 55]. In this way, the holographic entan-
glement entropy has recently been applied to disclose properties of phase transitions in various holographic
superconductor models [56]-[75]. And the entanglement entropy turns out to be useful in investigating the
critical phase transition points and the order of holographic phase transitions. However, all the above discus-
sions were carried out in the single order model. In this paper, we initiate a discussion to examine whether the
holographic entanglement entropy approach is still valid in studying properties of holographic superconductor
model with two order parameters.
The next sections are planed as follows. In section II, we construct the two-order holographic insula-
tor/superconductor model in the five dimensional AdS soliton spacetime beyond the probe limit. In section
III, we observe various types of phase transitions by choosing different values of the scalar charge. In partic-
ular, we manage to obtain a new first order phase transition in holographic insulator/superconductor model.
We also draw complete phase diagram of the effects of the scalar charge on transitions. We summarize our
main results in the last section.
II. EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
We are interested in the general holographic superconductor model dual to the bulk theory with two
scalar fields coupled to one single Maxwell field in the background of five dimensional AdS soliton. And the
corresponding Lagrange density in Stu¨ckelberg form reads [47]:
L = R+ 12
L2
− γ[ 1
4
FMNFMN − (∂ψ1)2 − ψ21(∂θ1 − qAµ)2 −m21ψ21 − (∂ψ2)2 − ψ22(∂θ2 −Aµ)2 −m22ψ22 ], (1)
where m1 and m2 are the mass of the scalar fields ψ1(r) and ψ2(r) respectively. AM stands for the ordinary
Maxwell field. −6/L2 is the negative cosmological constant with L as the AdS radius. In this work, we
will adopt the convention that L = 1 in the following calculation. γ represents the backreaction of matter
fields on the background. When γ → 0, we go back to the holographic model in the probe limit. We define
q1, q2 as the charge of ψ1(r) and ψ2(r) respectively. According to the lagrange density (1) , q1 = q is the
charge of the first scalar field ψ1(r) and without loosing generality, the charge of the second scalar field ψ2(r)
4is set to q2 = 1 under a transformation of the matter fields [32]. In the following, we only consider the
minimal model which gives the phase-locking condition, saying θ1 = θ2 = θ [76]. Using the gauge symmetry
Aµ → Aµ + ∂α, θ → θ + α, we can set θ = 0 without loss of generality.
Considering the form of the Lagrangian density and the matter fields’ backreaction on the metric, we take
the deformed five dimensional AdS soliton solution as
ds2 = −r2eC(r)dt2 + dr
2
r2B(r)
+ r2dx2 + r2dy2 + r2B(r)eD(r)dχ2. (2)
Firstly, we need C(r →∞) = 0 and D(r →∞) = 0 to recover the asymptotic AdS boundary. In order to get
smooth solutions at the tip rs satisfying B(rs) = 0, we also have to impose on the coordinate χ a period Γ as
Γ =
4pie
−D(rs)/2
r2sB
′(rs)
. (3)
For simplicity, we study matter fields with only radial dependence in the form
A = φ(r)dt, ψ1 = ψ1(r), ψ2 = ψ2(r). (4)
From above assumptions, we obtain equations of motion as
ψ′′1 +
(
5
r
+
B′
B
+
C′
2
+
D′
2
)
ψ′1 +
q2φ
2
e−C
r4B
ψ1 − m
2
1
r2B
ψ1 = 0, (5)
ψ′′2 +
(
5
r
+
B′
B
+
C′
2
+
D′
2
)
ψ′2 +
φ
2
e−C
r4B
ψ2 − m
2
2
r2B
ψ2 = 0, (6)
φ′′ +
(
3
r
+
B′
B
− C
′
2
+
D′
2
)
φ′ − 2q
2ψ21
r2B
φ− 2ψ
2
2
r2B
φ = 0, (7)
C′′ +
1
2
C′2 +
(
5
r
+
B′
B
+
D′
2
)
C′ − γ e
−Cφ′2
r2
− γ 2q
2φ2ψ21e
−C
r4B
− γ 2φ
2ψ22e
−C
r4B
= 0, (8)
B′
(
3
r
− C
′
2
)
+B
(
γψ′21 + γψ
′2
2 −
1
2
C′D′ + γ
e−Cφ′2
2r2
+
12
r2
)
+γ
q2φ2ψ21e
−C
r4
+ γ
φ2ψ22e
−C
r4
+ γ
m21ψ
2
1
r2
+ γ
m22ψ
2
2
r2
− 12
r2
= 0, (9)
D′ =
2r2C′′ + r2C′2 + 4rC′ − 2γe−Cφ′2 + 4γr2ψ′21 + 4γr2ψ′22
r(6 + rC′)
. (10)
These equations are nonlinear and coupled, so we have to use the shooting method to search for the numerical
solutions satisfying boundary conditions. At the tip, the solutions can be expanded as
ψ1(r) = ψ10 + ψ11(r − rs) + · · · , ψ2(r) = ψ20 + ψ21(r − rs) + · · · ,
φ(r) = φ0 + φ1(r − rs) + · · · , B(r) = B0(r − rs) + · · · ,
C(r) = C0 + C1(r − rs) + · · · , D(r) = D0 +D1(r − rs) + · · · , (11)
5where the dots denote higher order terms. Putting these expansions into equations of motion and considering
the leading term, we have six independent parameters rs, ψ10, ψ20, φ0, C0 and D0 left to describe the solution.
Near the infinity boundary (r →∞), the asymptotic behaviors of the solutions are
ψi → ψi−
rλi−
+
ψi+
rλi+
+ · · · , φ→ µ− ρ
r2
+ · · · ,
B → 1 + B4
r4
+ · · · , C → C4
r4
+ · · · , D → D4
r4
+ · · · , (12)
with λi± = (2 ±
√
4 +m2i ). The coefficients above can be related to physical quantities in the boundary
field theory according to AdS/CFT dictionary. µ and ρ can be interpreted as the chemical potential and the
density of the charge carrier in the dual theory respectively. ψi+ =< Oi+ > are the operator parameters in
the CFT on the boundary, where i = 1, 2. The parameters B4, C4 and D4 are integration constants.
The equations of motion are invariant under the scaling symmetry
r → ar, (χ, x, y, t)→ (χ, x, y, t)/a, φ→ aφ, (13)
which can be used to set rs = 1 in the numerical calculation. Choosing m
2
1 = 0 and m
2
2 =
√
− 154 above the
BF bound m2BF = −4 [77], the modes ψi+ are always normalizable and can be interpreted as the expectation
value of operators in a dual theory with dimension λi+. To get a stable theory, we will fix the first operators
ψi− = 0 and use the second operators ψi+ =< Oi+ > to describe the phase transition in the dual CFT.
III. PROPERTIES OF SCALAR CONDENSATION
In this part, we concentrate on the holographic entanglement entropy(HEE) of the transition system. The
authors in Refs. [54, 55] have proposed a novel way to calculate the entanglement entropy of strongly inter-
acting systems in conformal field theories (CFTs) on the boundary from a weakly coupled AdS spacetime in
the bulk. For simplicity, we choose to study the entanglement entropy for a half space with the subsystem A¯
defined as x > 0, −R2 < y < R2 (R →∞), 0 6 χ 6 Γ. Then the entanglement entropy can be expressed with
the metric solutions in the form [73–75]:
Shalf
A¯
=
RΓ
4GN
∫ 1
ε
r0
re
D(r)
2 dr =
Rpi
8GN
(
1
ε2
+ SEE), (14)
where r = 1
ε
is defined as the UV cutoff. The first term depending on the UV cutoff is divergent as ε → 0.
In contrast, the second term is finite and independent of the UV cutoff. So the second finite term is physical
important. In fact, this finite term is the difference of the entanglement entropy between the deformed AdS
6soliton and the pure AdS space. In the case of normal AdS soliton, the entanglement entropy is a constant:
SEE = −1.
It is known that the physical procedure is along the lowest free energy. In Fig. 1, we plot the free energy of
the case with γ = 0.1, Γ = pi, m21 = 0, m
2
2 = − 154 and q = 1. We find two possible phases corresponding to the
condensation of different scalar fields. For every fixed value of the chemical potential, we can choose only one
phase. It can be seen from fig. 1 that the solid blue line with the lowest free energy and a critical chemical
potential µ = 1.888 is physical. It means the operators compete and the condensation of < O2+ > prevents
another operator < O1+ > to condense. It was mentioned in [45] that this holographic property is similar
to behaviors of real weakly interacting Fermi liquids, where the condensation of one order tends to produce
a mass gap at least for parts of the Fermi surface and inhibits any other orders to condense. We have to
point out that we only consider electric field and investigate homogeneous solutions in this work. If including
magnetic field, there may be inhomogeneous instabilities intervene before the homogeneous condensation.
For example, in the presence of magnetic fields and an interaction term, it was shown in [49] that spatially
modulated phases may have a larger critical temperature compared to the homogeneous solution in AdS black
hole background. And we plan to examine the influence of the magnetic field on the phase structure in the
next work.
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FIG. 1: (Color online) The free energy in cases of γ = 0.1, Γ = pi,m21 = 0, m
2
2 = −
15
4
and and q = 1. The red line
shows the condensation with < O1+ > 6= 0 and < O2+ >= 0. The blue curve represents the condensation < O1+ >= 0
and < O2+ > 6= 0. And the dashed green line is the free energy of the normal AdS soliton solution.
Now we study the case of γ = 0.1, Γ = pi, m21 = 0, m
2
2 = − 154 and q = 1 through the behaviors of
holographic entanglement entropy in Fig. 2. The jump of the slop of the holographic entanglement entropy
with respect to the chemical potential around the threshold value µc = 1.888 is a sign of the second order
phase transition since this critical chemical potential is equal to the critical chemical potential µ = 1.888
7obtained from behaviors of the free energy. These properties of the holographic entanglement entropy is the
same as the single scalar field case. It is natural since our model with two scalar fields can be reduced to the
holographic model with only one scalar field when one scalar field condensation prevents another scalar field
to condense.
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FIG. 2: (Color online) The holographic entanglement entropy of the system of γ = 0.1, Γ = pi, m21 = 0, m
2
2 = −
15
4
and
q = 1. The dashed red line shows the unstable phases < O1+ > 6= 0 and < O2+ >= 0. The solid blue curve represents
the physical phase of < O1+ >= 0 and < O2+ > 6= 0. And the dashed green curve corresponds to the normal AdS
soliton solution.
We also manage to obtain complicated solutions with another set of parameters as: γ = 0.1, Γ = pi, m21 = 0,
m22 = − 154 and q = 2. We show the free energy of the system in Fig. 3. We mention that the solid green line
corresponds to phases with two nonzero orders. However, it can be seen from behaviors of the free energy
that these phases are thermodynamically unstable. As we increase chemical potential along the lowest free
energy, the scalar field ψ1(r) firstly condenses at µ1 = 1.702 and then it give way to the condensation of the
second scalar field ψ2(r) around µ2 = 2.797. Moreover, the phase transition at µ1 is of the second order and
there is a first order phase transition around µ2, which is very different from former related results in [51].
Now we turn to study the transition through the holographic entanglement entropy method. We show the
holographic entanglement entropy with respect to the chemical potential µ in Fig. 4 in cases of γ = 0.1, Γ = pi
and q = 2. The red line is the case of m2 = 0 and the blue curve shows the case of m2 = − 154 . At the second
order phase transition points µ1 = 1.702, there is a jump of the slop of the entanglement entropy with respect
to the chemical potential. It also can be easily seen from the panel that the entanglement entropy itself also
has a jump at the first order phase transition points µ2 = 2.797. It means there is a reduction in the number
of degrees of freedom due to the formation of new condensation. In summary, the holographic entanglement
entropy approach is still useful in searching for the second order phase transition points and also the order of
phase transitions in this two-order holographic superconductor model.
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FIG. 3: (Color online) In the left panel, we plot the free energy as a function of the chemical potential with γ = 0.1,
Γ = pi, m21 = 0, m
2
2 = −
15
4
and q = 2. The solid red line is for the case of < O1+ > 6= 0 and < O2+ >= 0. The solid
blue line is with < O1+ >= 0 and < O2+ > 6= 0. And the solid green curves in the range of µ ∈ [2.57, 2.80] represent
the coexisting phases of < O1+ > 6= 0 and < O2+ > 6= 0. The dashed green curve corresponds to the normal phase.
In the right panel, we show a enlarged view in the coexisting phases region, which suggests the coexisting phases are
unstable.
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FIG. 4: (Color online) We plot the holographic entanglement entropy with γ = 0.1, Γ = pi, m21 = 0, m
2
2 = −
15
4
and
q = 2 in the left panel. The red line is with < O1+ > 6= 0 and < O2+ >= 0, the blue curve represents the case of
< O1+ >= 0 and < O2+ > 6= 0 and the dashed green line corresponds to coexist phases. We plot the pure AdS soliton
state with dashed black line. The solid lines correspond to physical superconducting phases. In the right panel, we
show a enlarged view in the coexisting phase region. Here the solid lines correspond to stable phases.
By studying in detail behaviors of the holographic entanglement entropy, we go on to disclose the complete
phase structure that how the scalar field charge could affect the critical chemical potential and the order of
phase transitions in Fig. 5 with γ = 0.1, Γ = pi, m21 = 0 and m
2
2 = − 154 . It can be easily seen from the picture
that there is a critical charge qc = 1.81, above which one operator < O1+ > firstly condenses through a second
order phase transition and then it transforms into the condensation of another operator < O2+ > through
a first order phase transition. In contrast, for q < 1.81, the normal phase directly changes into phases with
< O2+ > 6= 0 and the operator < O1+ > will never condenses when we increase the chemical potential.
At last, we give some analytical understanding of the properties obtained from numerical solutions. When
constructing the first order phase transition, we have applied two scalar fields with different critical chemical
potential and assume the scalar field with larger critical chemical potential has a more negative mass. In this
way, the scalar field with a smaller critical potential firstly condenses and then another scalar field with a
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FIG. 5: (Color online) We show the effects of the charge on the critical chemical potential and the order of phase
transitions with γ = 0.1, Γ = pi, m21 = 0 and m
2
2 = −
15
4
. The left area is the pure AdS soliton with < O1+ >= 0 and
< O2+ >= 0, the top area corresponds to the condensation with < O1+ > 6= 0 and < O2+ >= 0 and the right area
represents the condensation with < O1+ >= 0 and < O2+ > 6= 0. The red line and the blue line are second order phase
transitions. The green curve between different order condensation corresponds to the first order phase transitions.
more negative scalar mass quickly plays a dominant role in the condensation. This mechanism produces the
phase structure that one order parameter condensation transforms into another order parameter condensation.
We can easily generalize the approximate formula for critical chemical potential in [34] to the form: µc ≈
a+
√
m2−m2BF
q
with a = 1.400. Based on this approximate formula, we give an analytical condition that the
first order phase transitions could happen as:
a+
√
m21−m
2
BF
q
< a+
√
m22 −m2BF with m21 > m22 and a = 1.400.
In Fig. 5, we have m21 = 0, m
2
2 = − 154 and m2BF = −4. Then we have a threshold value qc = 1.80, above
which there is first order phase transitions. This analytical result qc = 1.80 is in good agreement with the
numerical result qc = 1.81.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We explored properties of holographic insulator/superconductor transitions with two orders in the five
dimensional AdS soliton background beyond the probe limit. We investigated phase transitions mostly from
the holographic topological entanglement entropy approach. We showed that the holographic topological
entanglement entropy is useful in determining the second order critical chemical potential and the order of
phase transitions in this two-order model. For different sets of parameters, we observed various types of
transitions. In particular, we found transitions with properties that one order parameter condensation is
transformed into another, which is a new type of first order phase transition in the insulator/superconductor
model. We also gave some qualitative understanding and obtain the precise analytical condition for the first
order phase transition to occur. As a summary, we obtained the complete phase diagram from behaviors of
10
the holographic topological entanglement entropy.
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